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**Kata Kunci:** gaya hidup remaja, pendekatan sosiologi
ABSTRACT


This research aims to analysis the teenager’s lifestyle in Before I Fall by Lauren Oliver. In analyzing Before I Fall, the researcher describes the teenager’s lifestyle and also the reason of Lauren Oliver as the author created this novel which contains teenager’s lifestyle. In this research, the researcher uses sociological approach with three approaches presented by Swingewood and Laurenson (1972) and three sociology of literature principles are presented by Wellek and Warren (1948). Teenager’s lifestyle which is in the novel is friendship, romantic relationship, and bullying. By investigating the author’s sociology including her background of creating this novel. The result indicates that Before I Fall gives clear describing of teenager’s lifestyle especially for senior high school. Thus, the result also indicates that Before I Fall written by the author’s experience and also the real social situation.

Keyword: teenager’s lifestyle, sociological approach
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